CLAMP Project

This is the project welcome page for CLAMP (Control Loop Automation Management Platform)

Below are the links to the CLAMP project sub wiki pages

The CLAMP project won't participate in Honolulu and upcoming releases.

The CLAMP functionalities are being migrated under the Policy Project as part of the Istanbul release

What is CLAMP?

overview: CLAMP Project Proposal (5/11/17)

documentation updates: CLAMP Documentation (major updates for each release)

How to create a Control loop : CLAMP videos (FRANKFURT)

Initial Project Proposal

The CLAMP project was proposed as a new initiative as part of ONAP on 5/11/17 :

Approved Project Proposal

Weekly Call Meetings & Calendars

A Team meeting is organized every Wednesday

Weekly calls meeting minutes, agenda and schedule can be found here

Team Calander:

Resources

Useful links and resources for the CLAMP team :

- Resource, repositories
- Documentation
- OOM NodePort List
- CLAMP FOSS
- Contact
- 2018 CLAMP PTL election results
- video of CLAMP demo(holmes) based on Amsterdam Release
- ONAP Control Loop Flows Beijing_v5b.pptx
- 2019 CLAMP PTL election results
- 2020 CLAMP PTL election result
- sonar CLAMP page link: https://sonar.onap.org/projects?search=clamp&sort=name
- sonar cloud link: https://sonarcloud.io/organizations/onap/projects

Casablanca Integration Testing : Integration Weather Board for Casablanca Release

Dublin Integration Testing : Integration Weather Board for Dublin Release

3. R3 Casablanca Release 2018
- Casablanca Architecture Alignment
- CLAMP R3 - Deliverables for Release Sign-Off Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R3 - M1 Planning Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R3 - M1 Release Planning
- CLAMP R3 - M2 Functionality Freeze Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R3 - M2 Functional Test Cases
- CLAMP R3 - M3 API Freeze Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R3 - M4 Code Freeze Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R3 - RC0 Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R3 - RC1 Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R3 - RC2 Milestone Checklist
- Committer Promotion Request for [CLAMP] Adam Krysiak

4. R4 Dublin Release Q2 2019
- CLAMP R4 - Deliverables for Release Sign-Off Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R4 - M1 Deliverables for Planning Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R4 - M1 Release Planning
- CLAMP R4 - M2 Functionality Freeze Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R4 - M2 Functional Test Cases
- CLAMP R4 - M3 Architecture Review
- CLAMP R4 - M3 Deliverables for API Freeze Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R4 - M4 Deliverable for Code Freeze Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R4 - RC0 Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R4 - RC1 Milestone Checklist
- CLAMP R4 - RC2 Milestone Checklist

5. R5 El Alto Release Q3 2019
- CLAMP R5 - Early Drop
- CLAMP R5 - El Alto list of user stories done
- CLAMP R5 - Release Overview

6. R6 Frankfurt Release Q2 2020
- CLAMP R6 - Frankfurt known issues(bugs) - to be solved in future Releases
- CLAMP R6 - Frankfurt list of solved issues(bugs)
- CLAMP R6 - Functional Test Cases
- CLAMP R6 - M1 Release Planning
- CLAMP R6 - M3 Architecture Review
- CLAMP R6 - Overview

7. R7 Guilin Release Q4 2020
- CLAMP R7 - Architecture Review (done with Architecture team the 28th July 2020)
- CLAMP R7 - Functional Test Cases
- CLAMP R7 - Guilin known issues(bugs) - to be solved in future Releases
- CLAMP R7 - Guilin list of solved issues(bugs)
- CLAMP R7 - M1 Release Planning